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Accuracy of a probabilistic record linkage 
strategy applied to identify deaths among 
cases reported to the Brazilian AIDS 
surveillance database
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Abstract

Since record linkage errors can bias measures 
of disease occurrence and association, it is im-
portant to assess their accuracy. The aim of this 
study is to assess the accuracy of a multiple pass 
probabilistic record linkage strategy to identify 
deaths among persons reported to the Brazilian 
AIDS surveillance database. An HIV/AIDS na-
tional surveillance database (N = 559,442) was 
linked to a total of 6,444,822 deaths registered 
(all causes) in the Brazilian mortality database. 
To estimate standard measures of accuracy, we 
selected all AIDS cases with a date of death reg-
istered in the surveillance database from 2002 
to 2005 (N = 19,750) and 38,675 cases known to 
be alive in 2006. The linkage strategy presented 
a sensitivity of 87.6% (95%CI: 87.1-88.2), a speci-
ficity of 99.6% (95%CI: 99.6-99.7), and a positive 
predictive value of 99.2% (95%CI: 99.1-99.3). We 
observed a small variation in the validity mea-
sures according to some putative predictors of 
mortality. Our findings suggest that even large 
and heterogeneous databases can be linked with 
a satisfactory accuracy. 
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Introduction

The Brazilian National AIDS Program has been 
acknowledged as a success in controlling the epi-
demic. Its major tools to support the epidemic 
control are based on prevention measures, sur-
veillance case reporting, monitoring people liv-
ing with HIV/AIDS through laboratory tests, and 
universal access to AIDS treatment for those in 
need 1. That policy has generated three major 
electronic databases: SINAN-AIDS (Information 
System for Notifiable Diseases of AIDS Cases), 
SISCEL (Laboratory Test Control System) and 
SICLOM (System for Logistic Control of Drugs) 2. 
Alongside these databases, there are a variety of 
health information systems that are available for 
surveillance concerning mortality, live births and 
ambulatory and hospital care funding by the Uni-
fied National Health System (SUS) in both public 
and private institutions 3.

Record linkage has been increasingly used in 
AIDS surveillance 2,4 and research 5,6,7,8. In the 
Brazilian National AIDS Program, record linkage 
is carried out by the Surveillance Unit aiming 
to verify underreporting of cases and eliminate 
duplicated cases with improving results 9. As a 
unique identifier is not available in the health 
databases, identification fields were used togeth-
er and a probabilistic approach was adopted. 
Probabilistic record linkage is based on similar 
variables present in the databases to be linked 
(e.g.: name, sex, date of birth, area of residence). 
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These personal identifiers are used together in 
order to determine how likely a pair of records re-
fers to the same individual 10. The accuracy of the 
probabilistic linkage process is strongly depen-
dent on the number and quality of the personal 
identifiers available to be compared, as well as 
the strategy adopted to link the databases 5,10. 
Because record linkage errors can bias measures 
of disease occurrence and association 11,12,13, it is 
important to assess the accuracy of record link-
age methods employed for surveillance and re-
search purposes.

The aim of the present study was to assess the 
accuracy of a multiple pass probabilistic record 
linkage strategy to identify deaths among per-
sons reported to the Brazilian AIDS surveillance 
database.

Methods

Data sources

SINAN-AIDS is the most important electronic 
AIDS case surveillance database in Brazil. The 
system is implemented in every municipality 
that is eligible to report AIDS cases to the state 
and federal levels, and it has been regularly up-
dated. It registers all cases reported since 1980, 
with 506,499 AIDS cases up to June, 2008 9, in-
cluding underreported cases recovered, record-
ing socio-demographic as well as epidemiologi-
cal information. Brazil has adopted its own AIDS 
case definitions for surveillance purposes: the 
Brazilian CDC, where some diseases are pre-
sumptive but not definitive, besides the CD4 
count below 350cells/mm3; Rio de Janeiro/Cara-
cas, a point bases case-definition for minor and 
major signs; and the death case definition, when 
a case is identified only through the death cer-
tificate 14. The database is processed on a regu-
lar basis by the Surveillance Unit of the Brazilian 
National AIDS Program, applying a probabilistic 
record technique to eliminate duplicated records 
and to improve database completeness 9. The 
SISCEL is a data system developed to monitor 
laboratory tests, such as lymphocytes CD4+ T 
cell counts and viral load tests, for people living 
with HIV and AIDS being followed in the public 
health sector. Implemented in 2002, by July 2006, 
88 labs were using SISCEL to register CD4 test 
results and 75 to register viral load test results, 
covering 90% of all CD4 and viral load tests done 
by the public health sector (SISCEL. http://www.
aids.gov.br/data/Pages/LUMIS61CDFF9FENIE.
htm, accessed on 08/Aug/2009). By June 2007, 
the system registered the lab results of 220,000 
HIV positive individuals. The SICLOM was also 

developed to control the logistic of AIDS treat-
ment distribution and the system shares the 
same patient list with SISCEL. From 2002 to 2006, 
133,768 patients were registered in SICLOM. The 
Brazilian Mortality Information System (SIM) 
registers all deaths, using a standard death certif-
icate adopted throughout the entire country. The 
10th Revision of the International Classification 
of Diseases (ICD-10) has been used since 1996.

We created a combined database that in-
cluded both HIV and AIDS cases (N = 559,442 
individuals) by linking SINAN-AIDS to SISCEL 
and SICLOM databases, applying the linkage 
strategy adopted by the Surveillance Unit of the 
Brazilian National AIDS Program 2, including all 
individuals in each database. This database was 
then linked to a total of 6,444,822 deaths regis-
tered (including both AIDS and other conditions 
as underlying cause of death) in the SIM from 
2000 to 2006.

Record linkage strategy

Linkage was performed using RecLink III soft-
ware 15. The databases were preprocessed in or-
der to achieve standardization and parsing of the 
fields that were selected to be used as matching 
and/or blocking variables. A three-pass blocking 
strategy was applied using different keys formed 
by the combination of the following fields: pho-
netics codes of first name and last name; sex; year 
of birth and code of municipality of residence. 
Name, mother’s name and date of birth were used 
as matching fields with parameter estimates be-
ing obtained by the EM algorithm 10. The field’s 
name and mother’s name were compared us-
ing the Levenshtein distance string comparator 
metric 16, whereas for the date of birth an exact 
(character-by-character) algorithm was used. 
For each link of records a composite weight was 
calculated with the sum of the agreement or the 
disagreement weight for each field being com-
pared 10. The scores ranged between -13.20 and 
+35.79. Links that presented a composite weight 
higher than 18.9 were designated true matches 
and those with a composite weight below 10.85 
were considered false matches. Between 10.85 
and 18.9 they were considered potential matches 
and were manually reviewed by one of the au-
thors (F.F.A.L.).

Data analysis

To assess the accuracy of the strategy used to link 
the HIV/AIDS database to the mortality data, we 
selected all AIDS cases reported in SINAN up to 
June 2007 with date of diagnosis between 2002 
and 2005 (N = 106,283). Cases diagnosed before 
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2002 were excluded because personal identifiers 
were not available in the mortality database for 
the entire country before 2002. Individuals regis-
tered only in SISCEL and/or in SICLOM were not 
analyzed because of a lack of information about 
vital status in these systems.

We calculated standard measures of valid-
ity (sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive 
value) for the entire sample. In addition, we cal-
culated sensitivity and specificity according to 
some putative predictors of mortality, as follows: 
year of diagnosis, sex, age group, race, geographi-
cal region of residency, and exposure category. To 
estimate the sensitivity of the record linkage strat-
egy, we considered as known deaths cases with a 
date of death registered in SINAN (N = 19,750). 
Specificity was estimated from AIDS cases known 
alive, i.e. with no date of death recorded in 
SINAN, and found registered in SISCEL with ei-
ther lymphocytes CD4+ or viral load tests in 2006 

(N = 38,675). The results of sensitivity, specific-
ity and positive predictive value were presented 
along with 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) cal-
culated using the Wilson’s method 17. Data analy-
sis was performed with CIA software, version 2.0 
(University of Southampton, Southampton, UK). 
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Evandro Chagas Clinical Research Institute 
of the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation.

Results

Figure 1 presents the universe of the databases 
described above. From the 133,768 AIDS patients 
registered in SICLOM, 26.8% were also registered 
among the 254,300 HIV individuals registered 
in SISCEL. Out of 254,300 individuals registered 
in SISCEL, 31.6% were also found among the 
477,211 AIDS cases reported in SINAN from 1980 

Figure 1

Distribution of people with HIV and AIDS, according to database. Brazil, 1980-2006.

SINAN-AIDS: Information System for Notifi able Diseases of AIDS Cases (from 1980 to 2006, with 407,211 AIDS cases); 

SISCEL: Laboratory Test Control System (from 2002 to 2006, with 173,665 HIV+ individuals); SICLOM: System for Logistic 

Control of Drugs (from 2002 to 2006, with 133,768 patients in treatment); SIM: Mortality Information System (from 2000 

to 2006, with 6,444,822 deaths registered with all underlying causes).

Note: people not represented in the second part (SINAN-AIDS/SICLOM: 35,163; SINAN-AIDS/SISCEL/SICLOM: 45,908).
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to 2006. A total of 559,442 people with HIV and 
AIDS were found registered in at least one of the 
three systems, after excluding duplicities. A total 
of 64,107 people with HIV and AIDS were found 
among the 6,444,822 deaths registered in SIM, 
from 2000 to 2006. Another 17,802 people having 
AIDS as the main cause of death were also identi-
fied only in SIM.

Through record linkage with the SIM, 17,448 
deaths of AIDS cases reported to SINAN were 
identified. In 17,310 cases, the death had been 
previously reported to SINAN, with 93% of agree-
ment between the dates of death recorded in 
both databases. Thus, record linkage identified 
17,310 of the 19,750 AIDS cases with date of death 
registered in SINAN (known death), yielding a 
sensitivity of 87.6% (95%CI: 87.1-88.2). Among 
the 38,675 AIDS cases, which were found reg-
istered in SISCEL in 2006 (known alive), record 
linkage erroneously classified only 138 cases as 
deceased (a specificity of 99.6%; 95%CI: 99.6-
99.7). The positive predictive value for the entire 
sample was 99.2% (95%CI: 99.1-99.3). Among the 
138 cases erroneously found in SIM, 2.2% and 
8% had data of birth and mother’s name missing, 
respectively, compared to 0.8% and 5%, respec-
tively, among the 17,310 cases registered as dead 
in SINAN and found in SIM.

Table 1 depicts the sensitivity and specificity 
of the record linkage process according to year of 
diagnosis, sex, age group, skin color, geographi-
cal region of residency, and exposure category for 
both sexes. No important variation was observed 
in sensitivity, except for cases of less than 13 years 
of age (77.1%), and in less extension for female 
(85.5%). There were high levels of specificity for 
all variables analyzed.

Discussion

We found a sensitivity of 87.6% and a specific-
ity of 99.6% of the record linkage procedure 
used to ascertain deaths among cases reported 
to the Brazilian AIDS surveillance database. The 
nearly perfect specificity observed in our study 
was to some extent expected, as we adopted a 
linkage strategy that sacrificed the sensitivity in 
order to minimize the number of false positive 
links. We adopted such a strategy because it has 
been suggested that false positive errors of the 
outcome classification in survival analyses, even 
when non-differential with regards to the expo-
sure variable, bias both the risk difference and 
the risk ratio to the null 15. On the other hand, 
non-differential false negative errors bias the risk 
difference rate but not the risk ratio 15. Moreover, 
unlike false negative errors, false positive errors 

appeared to be dependent on the size of linked 
databases, increasing when larger databases are 
employed 16.

Our results were worse than those obtained 
by Pacheco et al. 6 with a deterministic linkage 
algorithm applied to identify deaths among HIV-
infected patients of two cohort studies carried out 
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (sensitivity = 96.5% and 
specificity = 100%). We believe that the discrep-
ancy between this study and our own could be 
due to differences in the size and the data quality 
of the linked databases. We used very large da-
tabases generated in all Brazilian states, which 
were about seven times (mortality) and seventy-
nine times (HIV-AIDS surveillance) bigger than 
the databases used by Pacheco et al. 6. Our HIV-
AIDS database came from routine epidemiologi-
cal surveillance, being prone to low accuracy and 
completeness. Furthermore, the use of large da-
tabases increases the chance of false positive er-
rors and makes the clerical review process a real 
challenge 16.

Nakhaee et al. 18 carried out a probabilistic 
linkage of HIV-AIDS surveillance and mortality 
data in Australia. By choosing weights of match 
pairs that maximize sensitivity and specificity, 
they obtained, as the best result, a sensitivity of 
82% and a specificity of 92%. Their performance 
was worse than ours, but they had name codes, 
instead of full names, available in the surveil-
lance database. The lack of this important identi-
fier probably decreased the discriminant power 
of their linkage strategy. Indeed, the number and 
quality of the personal identifiers available to be 
compared, as well as the completeness of the 
databases to be linked, are fundamental prereq-
uisites for the success of a record linkage pro-
cess. Applying the same technique that we used 
in the current study, we obtained worse results 
linking primary data that came from a case-con-
trol study 19, a household survey 20 and a cohort 
study 21 to mortality, hospital admissions and live 
births databases, respectively. Lack of some per-
sonal identifiers available for the linkage process 
(e.g.: mother’s name) and problems regarding the 
completeness of the databases might explain the 
poorer performance of these previous linkage 
processes.

Data generated in different settings are ex-
pected to present heterogeneous accuracy and 
completeness. Hence, it is surprising that we did
not observe an expressive difference in the sensi-
tivity and specificity measures among the Brazil-
ian regions. The fact that we used different block-
ing steps and combined the automatic linkage 
process with an extensive clerical review may 
have contributed to minimize the occurrence of 
misclassification errors and, consequently, the 
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Table 1

Total number of AIDS cases reported in the Information System for Notifi able Diseases (SINAN) with date of death or found alive in 2006, sensitivity (%), 

specifi city (%) and respectively 95% confi dence interval (95%CI), according to selected variables. Brazil, 2002-2006.

 Total Sensitivity Specificity

 Death registered Alive in 2006 % 95%CI % 95%CI

 in SINAN

 Total 19,750 38,675 87.6 87.2-88.1 99.6 99.6-99.7

 Year of diagnosis      

  2002 6,177 8,308 87.0 86.1-87.8 99.5 99.4-99.7

  2003 5,361 9,770 87.8 86.9-88.7 99.6 99.4-99.7

  2004 4,812 10,317 87.4 86.5-88.3 99.7 99.5-99.8

  2005 3,400 10,280 88.9 87.8-89.9 99.8 99.6-99.8

 Sex *      

  Female 6,320 16,141 85.5 84.6-86.3 99.8 99.7-99.8

  Male 13,429 22,534 88.7 88.1-89.2 99.6 99.5-99.6

 Age group (years) **      

  Less than 13  339 1,216 77.9 73.2-82.0 100.0 99.7-100.0

  13-19 239 868 84.5 79.4-88.6 99.9 99.4-100.0

  20-39 10,797 24,480 88.2 87.6-88.8 99.7 99.6-99.8

  40-59 7,460 11,265 87.3 86.5-88.1 99.5 99.3-99.6

  60 and + 910 845 88.0 85.8-90.0 99.4 98.6-99.7

 Skin color ***      

  White 9,159 18,712 89.6 89.0-90.2 99.7 99.6-99.8

  Black 2,219 3,721 88.8 87.4-90.1 99.7 99.4-99.8

  Brown 5,218 9,187 89.1 88.2-89.9 99.6 99.5-99.7

 Region of residency      

  North 871 1,785 86.9 84.5-89.0 99.9 99.6-100.0

  Northeast 2,445 4,393 87.2 85.8-88.5 99.3 99.0-99.5

  Southeast 10,966 23,383 87.3 86.7-87.9 99.6 99.5-99.7

  South 4,164 6,763 88.7 87.7-89.7 99.9 99.7-99.9

  Center West 1,304 2,351 88.2 86.3-89.8 99.9 99.6-100.0

 Exposure category #      

  Female      

   Heterosexual 5,859 14,893 85.5 84.6-86.4 99.7 99.6-99.8

   IDU 310 573 85.5 81.1-89.0 99.8 99.0-100.0

  Male      

   Homosexual 1,093 4,508 84.8 82.6-86.8 99.6 99.4-99.7

   Bisexual 744 2,747 89.0 86.5-91.0 99.6 99.2-99.7

   Heterosexual 3,719 10,387 90.7 89.7-91.6 99.5 99.4-99.6

   IDU 1,556 2,130 90.2 88.6-91.5 99.8 99.5-99.9

IDU: injection drug users.

* Case excluded: 1 death, sex unknown;

** Cases excluded: 5 deaths and 1 case alive, with age unknown;

*** Cases excluded: 112 deaths and 320 cases alive with other skin color; 3,042 deaths and 6,735 cases alive with unknown skin color;
# Cases excluded: 127 deaths and 146 deaths and 626 cases alive with other exposure category; 6,195 deaths and 18,277 cases alive with unknown exposure 

category.

differences in the results of sensitivity and speci-
ficity among the regions. It also could explain the 
small variation in the validity measures accord-
ing to other putative predictors of mortality. The 
only exceptions were observed among cases less 
than 13 years of age, which presented a slightly 
worse sensitivity, and for women, with slightly 

lower sensitivity, although some authors consid-
er significant only differences between propor-
tions higher than 10% 13,22. We did not observe 
any important differences in the completeness 
of the personal identifiers in this age range. One 
possible explanation for the differences observed 
could be the existence of some children orphaned 
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as a result of AIDS in this group. A study carried 
out in Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul State, Bra-
zil 23, found that: (a) 5% of AIDS orphans were 
institutionalized and 46% of them were living in 
substitute families (with or without any defined 
judicial situation); (b) HIV positivity was a signif-
icant predictor of institutionalization (orphan-
ages and small family-type units). Therefore, with 
the change in the family affiliation, it is plausible 
to hypothesize that different personal identifiers 
had been reported to the surveillance and mor-
tality databases. However, a more thorough un-
derstanding of the reasons for this discrepancy 
should be investigated with further analysis.

Some limitations of the current study should 
be mentioned. First, because we did not know 
the HIV-infected individuals’ vital status (consid-
ered the gold standard), we only included AIDS 
cases reported in the surveillance database in our 
analysis. However, the same personal identifiers, 
which were used for linking such cases were also 
available for the HIV-infected individuals without 
any important differences in the completeness 
of these variables. Therefore, we might expect to 
obtain sensitivity and specificity measures simi-
lar to the ones observed for the AIDS cases, al-
though a lower positive predictive value might be 
expected because of the dependence of this latter 
measure on the prevalence of death.

Second, we assessed the validity of the record 
linkage strategy against an imperfect gold stan-
dard (know vital status). Ideally, we should have 
compared the linked data with the vital status 
obtained trough an active individual follow-up 
strategy. This strategy is feasible in the context 
of epidemiological studies based on small or 
moderately large numbers of participants 19,24,25, 
however the very large number of patients in-
cluded in our HIV-AIDS database would make 
active follow up impracticable. Moreover, it is not 
always possible to trace all individuals; conse-
quently the active follow up is also prone to errors 
19,24,25. Another strategy is to manually inspect a 
random sample of links designated as matches 
and non-matches by two independent reviewers 
with the human judgment being considered the 
gold standard 26. This procedure might be time-
consuming and because of its subjective nature, 

it is also subject to error. Using the “known vital 
status” ascertained trough existing secondary da-
tabases represents a more cost-effective strategy, 
which has been applied in a number of studies 
6,18,27. Because we used the date of death record-
ed in the AIDS surveillance database to classify a 
patient as deceased (more detailed information), 
it is very unlikely that an individual reported as 
deceased would in fact be alive. Likewise, al-
though possible, it is unlikely that a patient re-
corded in 2006 in the laboratory database would 
in fact be deceased. If such errors had happened, 
our sensitivity and specificity results would be, 
respectively, under and overestimated.

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge 
this is the first study conducted in a less devel-
oped country to assess the accuracy of a linkage 
strategy to identify deaths among cases reported 
to a very large national HIV-AIDS surveillance 
database. By combining the deceased cases re-
corded in the surveillance database with those 
identified trough the record linkage strategy, it 
will be possible to get a better estimate of the 
mortality rate in our study population. Besides, 
as the linkage errors were non-differential with 
regards to the various putative predictors of mor-
tality and the specificity obtained was nearly per-
fect, we expect to obtain risk ratio estimates that 
are minimally biased.

In conclusion, we believe that record linkage 
can be a powerful tool in epidemiological and 
health services research. Our findings suggest 
that even large and heterogeneous databases can 
be linked with satisfactory accuracy, especially for 
specificity. National surveillance systems can im-
prove epidemiological analysis by adding infor-
mation reaching a high degree of completeness 
for substantial data through record linkages with 
complementary sources of data. In our study, a 
comparison of AIDS surveillance and mortality 
systems at national level indicates a high degree 
of completeness of the AIDS surveillance system, 
together with a high degree of agreement of dates 
of death between both systems. Using the “known 
vital status” ascertained trough existing second-
ary databases represents cost-effective strategy 
to evaluate record linkage accuracy.
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Resumo

É importante avaliar a acurácia de relacionamen-
to de dados, já que erros podem enviesar as medidas 
de ocorrência e de associação de doenças. O objeti-
vo desse estudo é verificar a acurácia da estratégia 
de relacionamento probabilístico de banco de dados 
em identificar óbitos entre casos de AIDS notificados 
no Sistema de Informações de Agravos de Notificação 
(SINAN). O banco de dados de pessoas com HIV/AIDS 
(N = 559.442) foi relacionado a 6.444.822 óbitos (todas 
as causas) registrados no Sistema de Informações sobre 
Mortalidade (SIM). Para estimar as medidas de acu-
rácia, foram selecionados todos os casos de AIDS com 
datas de óbito registradas no SINAN-AIDS de 2002 a 
2005 (N = 19.750) e 38.675 casos sabidamente vivos em 
2006. A sensibilidade foi de 87,6% (IC95%: 87,1-88,2), 
a especificidade de 99,6% (IC95%: 99,6-99,7) e o valor 
preditivo de 99,2% (IC95%: 99,1-99,3). Sensibilidade 
foi 12% menor para os casos com menos de 13 anos. 
Foram observadas pequenas variações nas medidas 
de validação segundo algumas variáveis preditoras de 
mortalidade. Conclui-se que bancos de dados grandes 
e heterogêneos podem ser relacionados com acurácia 
satisfatória.

Registro Médico Coordenado; Sistemas de Informação; 
Síndrome de Imunodeficiência Adquirida; Mortalidade
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